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The design feature of the beam-extration 
system of the INR cyclotron is described. Here 
extraction efficiency of the system is about 60 
-80% for 10-30MeV proton. A simple harmonic 
oscillat:~on equation (horizontal and vertical 
motion) of the electrostatic deflector is deri
ved. The first order trm1smission matrix for 
beam-extraction system is given. The method 
for determining the extracted beam initial emi
ttance ellipse matrix is analyzed. 

Design Feature and Operation Results 

Design Feature, T'1e INH 120 cm classical 
cyclotron has been converted to a three sector 
focusing cyclotron. Its beam extraction systSJTI 
consists of two sets of electrostatic deflector, 
a magnetic focusing channel and a maf:tnetic sh
ielded channel and steering magnet (_ 20 ). Lay
out of this equipment is sho,m in Fig.1. 

The first deflector lvith parallel plate is 
50 deg in the azimuthal vTidth. The second one 
with hyperboloid is 52 deg. The entrance of 
the first deflector is located in the clock
wise direction 6 deG behind the hill of spiral
sector magnetic field (on the radius 60 cm). 
There is a interspace of 8 deg between the two 
deflectors to interpose a probe. The interspa
ce falls just in the region where the curvature 
direction of deflected extration orbit turns 
into the o)Dosite one for beams of various en
ergy. The'entrance and the exit gap width of 
the first deflector are 5 mm and 8 run, respecti
vely. The positions of entrances and exits can 
be adjusted vii thin ~ 15 mm along the radial di
rection by a motor .. lith numerical indicator. 
The septums consist of about 60 sheets of high
purity graphite. There is a 0.1 mm thick tan
talum plate with v-slot of 4 em length in en
trance part of the first septum. The high-vol
tage electrodes of deflector only 26 mm high. 
The whole deflector system is mounted on an al
uminum base plate which can be pulled out of 
the vacuum box by means of wheels. Behind the 
second deflector, a magnetic focusing channel 
is installed. It consists of three pieces of 
iron(DT4) of 19 mmx39 mmx140 mm and is similar 
to a quadrupole lens of 800-900 Glcm gradient 
which provides the radial focusing for the beams 
extracted. 

The purpose of 350 mm long magnetic shield
ed channel is to shield the fringing magnetic 
field and the extracted beam trajectory could 
be aligned with the axis of the old beam trans
port system. The double-layer sh,Lelded cons
truction, the e:::ternal layer is DT4 iron of 10 
mm thick and the internal layer is 1J79 iron
nikelalloy of 2 mmthick, is applied to provide 
very high shielding efficiency (better than 98%). 

Mechanism of Extraction 
tion takes place at VR =O.8. 

The bearll extra
The turn-separation 

of group of particles before deflection is ge
nerated by a first harmonic magnetic field com
ponent which causing a coherent ocillation am
plitude followed by a precessional motion of 
the orbit beyond the 580 mm radius whereVR=1. 
The calculation showns that a total turn-sepa
ration of 7-8 mm at the 620 mm radius for 10-
30 MeV proton beam can be obtained with a fir
st harmonic field which is less than 4 G, as 
shown in Fig.2. The blowing up of the beam 
because of the !)R =2 lJ z coupling resonance the 
beam has to pass can be avoided if the first 
harmonic magnetic field is less than 7 G. The 
calculated acceptance of the system are more 
than 20 mm.mrad both in the horizontal and ver
tical plane. 

Operation Results, The whole extraction 
system has been working satisfactorily since 
september 1983. The shape of the internal side 
surface of the two deflectors and their posi
tions are optimum for the trajectory of 30MeV 
proton beam. When other energy or kinds of par
ticle beam is extracted, the positions of the 
whole system need not change. It is enough 
that the steering magnet provides varied extra
cted beam with the steering of less than 1 deg. 
The extraction voltage V1 and V2 of two deflec
tors are set around the calculating value. 

Simple Harmonic Oscillation Equation 

Suppose the whole deflector were subdivided 
into many small elements (along azimuthal dire
ction), as a first order approximation, we cou
ld consider each of the element as a two-elec
trode system with circular arcs of the same 
center, so that the equilibrium orbit of the 
extracted beam is a circular arc with same cen
ter as one of the two-electrode system, that is 
the central ray of the two-electrode system. 
Then the following equation is obtained for the 
particle of mass m, charge e, velocity V. and 
curvature radius fo to move on the equilibrium 
orbi t. e v,l 

cV"H,,-eEo = m~ (1) 

where Ho-the magnetic stt~ngth (G); Eo-the ele
ctric stength (v/cm); C-the light velocity. 

For the particle of deviation X from equi-
librium orbit d. 2 

.JLVH-eE = m~l_ m~ (2) 
C f etta 

As a first order approximation, where P=fo 
+X and 
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d.. = t1.TC tlU't[-L ( cLR ~ 1 
o fo cL&o (7) 

where we use c:dindrical coordinated (e ,R, Z) of 
which the coordinate origin is chosen at magne
tic centre of cyclotron. 

For convenience, we assume that the elect
ric potential on the equilibrium orbit is zero, 
then the increase of the kinetic energy for a 
particle in electric potential field is equal 
to the decrease of the potential energy, that 
is 

m 1 m. 2 -11 - eXEo=-m1l. 2 2 0 (8 ) 

By using the above equations and the bino
mial theorm and converting the time independent 
variable to azimuthal variation, as a first or
der approximation, the equation of the X-direc
tion motion can be written in the following form 

d~x 
d.f)). +[( Fo- Mo) Fo- (3 -No)(Fo- 1) JX = a (9) 

which represents a simrle harmonic motion about 
the equilibrium orbit, where Fo=Ho/(Ho-Eo/300~o), 
~=Vo/c. 

o In the Z-directjon, perpendicular to the 
plane of the equilibrium orbit, the motion de
pends on the equation 

e d 2 

-eEz+yHRvo=m a..tl. (10) 

where E1 = Eo ( 1-No) fo ( 11 ) 

H =-M Hoi (12) 
R 0 R 

By the sare way as one in the X-direction 
and in first order approximation, the simple 
harmonic oscillation equation about the median 
plane C~lll be Vlri tten in the form 

d~ d.e 1 +(MoFo+(t-No)(fo-J)]Z ==0 (13) 

the equation (9) and (13) indicate clearly that 
the focusing force acting on the particles in 
the deflectors consists of electric and magne
tic contribution and which depends on the ratio 
of each contribution to the centripetel force 
acting on the particle to move along the equi~ 
librium orbit. 

Second deflector 

Deflector 

Magnetic focusing 
Channel 

Adjuster 

Transmission 1-1atrix of Extraction System 

In Cartesion co-ordinates with X- and Y
axes orthogonal to the motion direction 1 of 
the particle to move on the equilibrium orbit 
(that is I is the optical axis of the extrac
tion system), assume whole extraction system 
can be subdivided into several small elements, 
the field in each element are almost indepen
dent of the distance along the equilibrium or
bit, so that the first order beam-optics theory 
could be used for calculating transmission 
characteristic of the extraction system of INR 
cyclotron. 

Eguilibrium Orbit. The equilibrium orbit 
of the extracted beam is the solution of the 
following motion equation with two certain bo
undary conditions (at the entrance and the exit 
of extractio~ system) by numerical integration 

dR_.3 d.R-R=J'R~(44ilJ%(H(RB)_Eo(~)) J / (14) 
d.e) R cUlt d.6 ) 300fo IRq-

where G is the magnetic rigidity of particle, 
Eo(&)=O outside the deflectors. The entrance 
boundary condition depends on the central ray 
of precessional extraction beam as "e" in the 
n=31 grid shown in Fig.2. The exit condition 
depends on the request Of. the beam-transport 
system for cyclotron. 

Magnetic shielded channel 

system 

Fig.1. Layout of the extraction system 
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"There ,t::.f9i is the step of integration numerica
lly. (~)oi and Rot are the value of extracted 
beam in the equilJ.brium orbit for the element 
"i" • 

The transfer matrix in the magnetic focus
inc; ch1ill11el is the same as one of a quadrupole 
magnetic lens. 

The transfer matrix in the drift space is 
used for calculation of the magnetic shielded 
channel because the magnetic field is almost 
zero. 

Inside the first deflector, the transfer 
matrix is the Sane as one in fringing magnetic 
field and Noi=1. But in the second deflector, 
the transfer- matrix j s tree .same as one of a qu
adrupole lens with the X-direction focusing, 
because the hyperbolc'id electrode will provide 
a very high electric field gradient and be si
mi.lsT to a electric quadrupole lens ( Noi = 2a~,,~. 
where a is the inhomogeneous electric field " 
factor cf the: hyperboloid electrode, a==4 in our 
deSign; d (~)i is the sepO-ration behreen the se
ptums and the deflector electrodes). There are 
follmdng formulas in two sets of deflectors. 

-h:l = r (FOl- Mot) FOi - (3 - ,vOi) (Foi - )));f{J~ (?Cl) 

~~i = [Moiroi -t(j-NOi)( Fot-J))/P:i (21) 

NUl'1eric81 calculatjon of the emittance 
In f8.ct, the acceptance of the extration 

system is just the total acceptance of two sets 
of deflector. In order to calculate the total 
acceptance in phO-se space, :it is necessary to 
limit the maximum of extracted beam envelope in 
the deflectors on the following condition 

X,t'IlaX, ~,;m.a.x ~ d((9)~/2 (22) 

The full curves in Fig.3 ShOl,S an example 
of calculE,tinc; results about the total accep
tance at the entrance of tho first deflector. 

It is obviollS that a be2.m of particles that 
occupies less emittance in phase space than the 
totE:1 acceptance of deflector could be extrated 
both in X- and Y-direction. 

In order to determine the initial emittance 
of extnlcted beam, a grid of particles of 5 mmx 
5mra~nin the (R,PR) plane, in the (Z,PZ) plane 
lyir-g on a circle of :Tr><1 mm)(1 mrad (both being 
acceptable value for our cyclotron) have been 
accelerated (31 revolutions) by numerical in
tegration motion equation with a first harmo
nic field of 1.2G amplitude (cf. Fig.2 and Fig. 
4). The radial starting conditions are to lo
cate the central ray "e" at equilibrium orbIt 
8 revcll:tions before the vR ==1 resonance. In 
the (Z,pz ) plane, the particles with initial 
value arcund Zo==1mm, Pzo=O and zo==1/2I2mm, 
Pzo==1/2/2mrad, and the opposite ones. The tra
version of the VR ==1 and vR ==2 Vi resonance has 
been considered. 

Because both Px- and X-amplitude increase 
with the decrease of values of near the en
trance of the first deflector (Fig.2), that is 
to sayan extracted beam always gets divergence, 
it would be reasonance to t8.ke the left upper 
ellipse shown in Fig.3 as the initial emittance 
ellipse. 

In the (Z,Pz ) plane, by transformation nine 
ellipses shown in Fig.L! into the same phase 
space and drawing up their common envelope elli
pse as shown in Fig.5, it could be realIzed 
that extracted beam gets convergence near the 
entrance of the first deflector, so we conclude 
that right upper ellipse shovTn in Fig.3 is the 

initial emittance ellipse. 
According to the fOrIrulas 

[Uk'):(., 't = ([mit] [mIl) ...... ( m2](m,) \, ~ r <Tolx,et' 

. ([mil] [mn_,) ...... [m~)(m, DT 
",'t-

VIhere n is the number of c;lcment::::: included in 
the whole extraction system, the emittance 
ellipse of the extracted beam at the exit of 
the extraction system can be obtained from the 
lower ellipse shoVIn in Fig.3. 

o 
5i> (;1 58 59 60 61 62 63 R/"U>1. 
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Fig.2. The motion of a gri~ of particles in 
radial phase space at an azimuthal position 
of the entrance of the first deflector, the 
31st turn will be extacted. 
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Fig.3. The acceptance of the extracticn s~rs
tern at the entrance of the first deflector and 
emittance elliT;se of the extra.ctec1 beam 
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Fig.4. In [·.xial phase space nine eoi ttcnce eLU p.ie 1. i tl' 
regard to the n=31 grid of particles in Fig.2. The start 
condition are a circle of IT x1rmx1mrad. 

Fig.5. The transformation nine emittsnce 
into the same phase space. 

tl=1 
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